
Simple SEO Checklist for Blog Posts and Online PR  

Search Engine Optimization Webinar: WHPRMS 2013 
Questions? Feel free to email me: tom@tomjensen.info 

1) ____Find relevant keywords and keyword phrase content associated with your topic 
 
          ____Tool: Google Keyword Planner (Keyword suggestions along with performance measures) 
          ____Tool: Google Trends (Keyword performance over time with suggested keyword phrases) 
          ____YouTube Keyword Tool (Video related keywords) 
          ____Analytics.Topsy.com (Tweeted keywords-mentions) 
          ____Ubersuggest (Good for keyword phrases) 

2) ____Develop your content utilizing researched keywords and phrases 

         ____Keep keyword density between 1-3% (higher may tell search engines you are "stuffing") 
         ____Check "already published" content by using a keyword density tool: 
                   http://tools.seobook.com/general/keyword-density 
         ____Measure your keyword density in Microsoft Word 
                  (e.g.  9 keywords repeated in article <divided by> 359 total words = 2.5% keyword density) 
         ____Do not break-up your researched keyword phrases inside your content 
         ____ "Doctor" vs "Doctors". More people search the singular version than the plural by a factor of 2 
         ____Use Keyword Rich Anchor Text in your copy....Take your keywords or keyword phrases and link  
                   them back to relevant content on your site. 
                   Example:      Less effective for SEO: "Learn more about WHPRMS by clicking here." 
                                          Instead use Anchor Text: "Learn more about WHPRMS" 

3) ____Obtain Google Authorship for your blogs 
              - Create a Google + Profile 
              - Start the Google Authorship process 
              - Sign up with your email and click on the verification link you are sent 

4) ____Utilize social signals to boost the ranking of your keyword rich content 
               #1: _____Focus on Facebook Shares 
               #2: _____Focus on Facebook Comments 
               #3: _____Focus on Facbook Likes 
               #4: _____Focus on Tweets and Re-Tweets  
               #5: _____Focus on Google + postings 
Don't forget other social outlets for link-backs and keyword tags 
               #6:_____Instagram 
               #7:_____Pinterest  
              #8: _____LinkedIn 
              #9: _____SlideShare 
 

5) ____Offer RSS feeds and encourage readers to subscribe 
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